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Tile & Stone™

Color shown is 700 Cask with Piedmont color 700

Color shown is 100 Vintage

Color shown is 500 Estate



Inspired by the California vineyards and the wine barrels that make them 
famous, Napa Plank porcelain tile evokes spirit of hand made floors, 
reclaimed from the oak used to store wine as it ages to perfection. These 
floors, stained by juices and time, exhibit the saw marks that skip along 
the surface of the wood and the uniqueness of the barrel as it is reused to 
make each special plank. The rugged beauty combined with the strength 
and durability of porcelain makes this tile a perfect fit both indoor and out, 
on the floor or the wall, limited only by your imagination. 

Field Tile Style
6" x 24" CS83L

Accent
12" x 12" x 2" x 2" Mosaic CS84L

Technical
Shade & Texture Rating V4
Wear Rating Group   4
Break Strength  >250 lbs.
Water Absorption  0.5%
COF (Wet)  .60
DCOF .42

Specifications

Accents

Tile & Stone™

* Ceramic Tiles **OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration) has established a recognized industry standard 
of 0.5 (wet and dry) for slip-resistant surfaces. The Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) recommends, but does not require, 
“a Static Coeff icient of Friction of 0.60 for accessible routes and 
0.80 for ramps.” ADA does not specif ically state that 0.60 is both 
a dry and a wet requirement. It is important to note that any tile 
or other hard surface f looring can become slippery when wet or 
improperly maintained. Products installed in an exterior application 
must comply with applicable ANSI 108 series of the “American 
National Standard Specif ications for the Installation of Ceramic Tile” 
and comply with TCA installation methods applicable to 
installation conditions.

This tile features random variations of 
shade and texture within each carton. 
To insure optimum appearance, it is 
imperative that tiles from various cartons 
be continually blended during installation. 
Placement of tiles should be decided on 
before beginning installation.
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Approved Usage

FLOORS WALLS EXTERIORS

Colors

Features
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